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During the course of the Ionian Revolt, when the outcome still lay in the
balance, the Persians swore a horrible vengeance upon the disloyal Greeks.
They promised to burn the houses and temples of the Greeks in revolt, castrate their sons, abduct their daughters, and give their land away to loyal
subjects (Hdt. 6.9.4). Once the Battle of Lade in 494 BCE proved the supremacy of the Persians, their anger abated somewhat. While they did burn
most cities, they left the land in possession of the Greeks, and they generally castrated only the handsomest youths and abducted only the prettiest
virgins. Miletos, the instigator of the revolt, received their harshest treatment. Herodotos describes it (6.19.2–22.1), beginning with an oracle:

(19.2) And then, Miletos, contriver of evil deeds,
you will be a feast for many and a shining gift,
your wives will wash the feet of many long-haired men,
and my temple at Didyma will be a concern to others.
(19.3) And thus these things happened to the Milesians: many of the men
were killed by the long-haired Persians, and the women and children were
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made into slaves. The sanctuary at Didyma—both the temple and the Oracle—was plundered and burned . . . (20) Then the survivors of the Milesians were taken to Susa. But King Dareios did no further harm to them,
but rather he settled them on what is called the Red Sea, in the city of Ampe,
near where the Tigris River ﬂows as it empties into the sea. Of the Milesian
land, the Persians themselves took possession of the areas around the city
and the plain, while they gave the heights to the Karians from Pedasa to have
as their own.
. . . (22.1) Thus Miletos was emptied of Milesians.

Some ﬁfteen years later, after the Battle of Mykale in 479 BCE, the Milesians rejoined the historical record, appearing regularly in the literature of
the ﬁfth century. Many historians make no comment upon this oddity of a
city that is wiped out of existence and then reappears and returns to relative
prosperity within ﬁfty years. Other scholars, in particular the commentators on Herodotos, note a problem. At 9.99, a contingent of Milesians appears in the Persian army at the Battle of Mykale and wreaks havoc upon
the ﬂeeing Persians. The commentators hesitate to reconcile this passage
with the story of the destruction. How and Wells state a commonly held
view that Miletos never really lost all of its population: ‘The expatriation of
the Milesians can hardly have been complete, since the Milesians destroy
the fugitive Persians after Mycale’.1 In other words, one passage in Herodotos, about the Battle of Mykale, is arbitrarily used to reject another passage,
about the depopulation of Miletos.2 However, upon examination, the archaeological evidence from Miletos conﬁrms the broad outline of Herodotos’ report, so that, in the absence of strong arguments for preferring the
second passage over the ﬁrst, both should be accepted and rendered into a
plausible historical chronicle. Thus, a better question is not whether Miletos was depopulated, but rather how it was repopulated to such an extent
that it returned quickly to its status as one of the richest cities in Ionia. The
1

Ad 6.20; cf. Macan ad 9.99; Tozzi (1978) 205. An older theory is that the inhabitants of Miletos were indeed transplanted and the city was not restored until at least
the mid-ﬁfth century (Wilamowitz (1914) 81; Mayer (1932) 1633–5), but it has been
disproved by archaeological ﬁnds.
2 The argument from silence—that no refoundation is mentioned anywhere—is a
weak one, especially since Graham ((1992) 70) notes that Eretria, Kamarina, and Priene were destroyed in one historical account, but appear again as functioning polities
soon afterwards, without any reference to a refoundation in any of our extant sources.
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answer lies in the Milesian colonies and the special treaties of isopoliteia
that some of them shared with their mother city.
The sack of Miletos and its subsequent depopulation can be supported
on several grounds. The fact of the destruction of the city is an unmistakable conclusion derived from the archaeological record. A layer of ash and
debris, several meters deep in places, has been found between the classical
and archaic levels throughout the city. For example, it is in evidence at the
shrines of Apollo Delphinios (the patron god of Miletos) and Dionysos inside the city and at the Temple of Aphrodite at Zeytintepe, west of the city
proper.3 The classical residential areas on the Theater Hill, the Stadium
Hill, and Kalabaktepe (a kind of acropolis just south of the city proper),
as well as on the plain near the Hellenistic cross-wall, are all built upon terraces constructed by leveling out the debris layer.4 Finally, the archaic ringwall was destroyed at the end of the sixth century and not rebuilt until late
in the ﬁfth.5 In sum, this destruction layer has been discovered in every part
of the city where the excavation extends deeply enough to include the archaic level. Not a single structure is known to have withstood the sack, and
the rubble was often terraced to form a level foundation for later constructions. One must conclude that Miletos was burned to the ground.
Whether or not the city continued to be occupied by Milesians during the
years between 494 and 479 is a more diﬃcult question. While it is impossible to use physical remains to prove that a city was not inhabited for such a
short period, because the lack of evidence can never be conclusive, one may at
least note a complete absence of any building or sherd on the city peninsula
of Miletos that can be accurately dated to that time. In addition, Herodotos dwells at length on the depopulation itself, describing it in detail and
3

Delphinios and Dionysos: Mellink (1974) 114. Dionysos: Müller-Wiener (1977)
135–7; (1977/78) 95; (1988) 35—6. Aphrodite: Gans (1991); Hölbl (1999).
4 Theater Hill: Kleiner (1961) 47; Mellink (1984) 454; Müller-Wiener and Weber (1985), 31–4. Stadium Hill: Kleiner (1960) 40; Mellink (1974) 114. Kalabaktepe: Graeve (1986) 38–43; (1987); (1990); Müller-Wiener (1986) 100–4; (1988)
32–5; Mellink (1987); Mitchell (1989/90) 103; Brinkmann (1990); Graeve and Senﬀ
(1990); (1991); Heinrich and Senﬀ (1992); Kerschner (1995); Senﬀ (1995); (1997);
Senﬀ et al. (1997); Kerschner and Senﬀ (1997). Near the south cross-wall: Milet 1.8,
39–40; Graeve (1975) 38.
5 Esp. Müller-Wiener (1986); Cobet (1997). See also: Milet 1.8, 26–38, 116–17;
2.3, 9–11, 51–2, 91ﬀ., 118–20; Kleiner (1961); (1966) 18–21; (1968) 23–32; Stümpel et al. ( 1997); Schneider (1997).
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strongly emphasizing it both by comparing it to Sybaris, another luxurious city famous for its utter destruction, and by including the story about
Phrynichos and his ill-fated play (Hdt. 6.21). To argue that Herodotos is
simply wrong here or grossly exaggerating an event from his own lifetime
that would have been familiar to his audience is to cast doubt upon the reliability of his entire work. It is especially telling that, in recounting the horror inﬂicted on the citizenry, he completely omits mention of the physical
damage to the ediﬁces of the city, perhaps judging it to be minor in comparison (he does report the burning of nearby Didyma). The story he tells
is extreme but entirely plausible when seen in light of the Persian treatment
of the other Ionian cities that were held less accountable for the revolt: Miletos was made an example and ‘emptied of Milesians’.
Further, shifting the surviving population of Miletos to Ampe is an action entirely consistent with a long-standing Near Eastern policy of resettlement. The King would occasionally cause the population of an entire city
to migrate to a distant part of the empire. The purposes for this policy varied, but certainly included the need to resettle a fertile area depopulated by
other events, to fortify weak border areas, to resettle people displaced in
war, and to break up local power bases and so eliminate potential rivals.6
Herodotos oﬀers instances when this policy is employed, ﬁrst to settle the
Barkans taken prisoner from Libya in Bactria (4.204) and later to settle the
defeated Eretrians at Ardericca in Cissia, near Susa (6.119). He also mentions plans to move the entire Paionian nation from Europe to Asia (5.12–
15) and allegedly to exchange the populations of Phoenicia and Ionia (6.3).
Finally, in the listing of Persian tribute districts, Herodotos includes people
resettled on islands in the Persian Gulf (3.93.2). Thus, it is perfectly reasonable to accept that, after demolishing the city , the King would have resettled its inhabitants in order to remove potential trouble-makers from the
region of Ionia while at the same time dispensing a lesson to the other Persian subjects.7
Once we accept Herodotos’ account of the depopulation, we must consider the problem of the resettlement. A signiﬁcant reduction in population
6

Oded (1979); cf. Demand (1990) 34–44.
(1975) argues that deportations in Herodotos were never done to exterminate the people, but to destroy their political unity and every possibility of rebellion. The deportees were themselves left with relative autonomy and were free to maintain their customs and language.
7 Ambaglio
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is to be expected in a city being rebuilt, and Miletos shrunk from a city perhaps as large as 64,000 in the archaic period to, only about 15–20,000 at
the most by the late ﬁfth century.8 This reduction is reﬂected among the archaeological ﬁnds: they show that the city peninsula was less widely and less
densely populated in the ﬁfth century than it had been before the Revolt.
Yet as many as 20,000 new settlers cannot be derived from the survivors of
the sack and deportation or from the Milesians living abroad. Though never
again a major power, constrained ﬁrst by the Athenian empire and later by
the Persians, still the ﬁfth-century city regained much of its former prosperity. This fact is evidenced by the Athenian Tribute Lists where, in the ﬁrst
year where the Milesian payment is extant, 450/49, the Milesians are paying
10 talents (ATL 1.342 no. 5.v.18), a ﬁgure known to be matched or bettered
by only six other allies out of eighty-seven extant entries.9 So where did the
new settlers originate? According to the archaeologists, the people returning
to Miletos were originally relatively few in number, since they settled ﬁrst
in the highest and safest location, the hill of Kalabaktepe, south of the city
proper. New buildings were erected on layers of Persian debris used to terrace the two plateaus with considerable care and at great expense, indicating
that the people who did this work probably intended it to be their permanent home. Probably these people straggled back to the site during the interim period after the sack. Before too many years, however, the number of
citizens gathered there grew larger than the one hill could house, no matter
how thoroughly it was terraced. At this point, they mapped out a new city
on the peninsula to the north using the strict orthogonal grid for which Miletos would become famous, but they omitted a city wall. Heavy construction took place in the second quarter of the ﬁfth century, and at about the
mid-century mark, once the initial streets and homes were put in place, the
settlement on Kalabaktepe was permanently abandoned.10
As far as we can tell, the restored city was inhabited by people culturally
indistinguishable from the original population. We have direct conﬁrmation
8 Roebuck (1984) 21–3 (archaic ﬁgure); Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994) 21
(classical ﬁgure). Pounds ((1973) 60; cf. Renfrew (1982) 277) makes a much smaller
population calculation for the middle of the ﬁfth century–only 7,500, based on an estimate of 750 people per talent of tribute.
9 If we include ﬁgures in lacunae that are ﬁlled in from other lists, of the 125 entries only seven pay as much or more than the Milesians.
10 Graeve (1986) 42–3; Kerschner (1995) 218.
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in the ﬁrst half of the ﬁfth century for four of the six archaic Milesian
tribes, which is in itself evidence only that the new settlers were Ionian.11
However, the known archaic cult sites at Miletos universally continue in
their function during the ﬁfth century, as does the North Marketplace. In
addition, Miletos is the only Greek state known to have eponymous aisymnetai, and a list of these oﬃcials (Milet 1.3 nos. 122–9) extends back to at
least 525 BCE (if one does not accept a gap of ﬁfteen years caused by the
destruction), and perhaps to about 540 (with a gap).12 A related inscription, known as the Molpoi Decree (Milet 1.3 no. 133), gives instructions
for the formal inauguration of the new aisymnetes and recounts sacriﬁces
and procedures included in the annual Sacred Procession from the Shrine
of Apollo Delphinios, along the Sacred Way, and down to the Temple of
Apollo at Didyma. This proclamation is pertinent because it is actually an
amalgam of several decrees from diﬀerent times, the chief sections of which
date to before 479/78 and to 450/49 BCE (the whole was reengraved ca.
100 BCE). This inscription guarantees that the procession and the inauguration of the eponym bridge the gap between the archaic and classical city.
Therefore, lacking any evidence of a change in institutions, nomenclature,
or customs of any sort, we must assume that the new settlers had Milesian
cultural roots.
The problem remains that the potential sources for these settlers were
few. Certainly some would have come from the Milesian refugees who escaped the Battle of Lade and the destruction of Miletos (Hdt. 6.22.3). Others may have been Milesians who made their way back from Ampe. (Either
of these groups could have supplied the small army contingent at the Battle of Mykale.) However, while these refugees may have been the ﬁrst ones
back on the site, and they undoubtedly contributed to the refoundation of
the city, it is unlikely that their total number was large enough to explain
the magnitude of the restored city. Instead, the likely source for many of
the new Milesians must have been the citizens of the many Milesian colonies of the Pontos and Propontis. Miletos was probably most famous in
the ancient world as the mother city of numerous colonies in the northeast
11 Milet 1.3.277–79 no. 133.1–5; Wiegand (1904) 85 = Milet Inv. no. 451. These
tribes are conﬁrmed at Ephesos, Samos, and Teos, and four occur in pre-Kleisthenic
Athens: Roebuck (1961) 495–507; Ehrhardt (1983) 98–103; Jones (1987) 320–7
passim as well. A government reorganization in the middle of the ﬁfth century included
a change in tribes, and so rendered later evidence obsolete: see Gorman (2001) ch. 6.
12

For this oﬃce, see Busolt and Swoboda (1920) 1.373–4; Romer (1982).
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Aegean and Black Sea. Ancients put the total as high as ninety, while modem estimates run to half of that number.13 Thus, many colonies would
have provided an ample reserve for any number of settlers with the same
ancestry and heritage as the original Milesians.
Evidence for this source of citizens may be contained in certain Milesian
inscriptions from the fourth century. The ﬁrst is a treaty with Olbia, an important colony on the north shore of the Black Sea founded in the last half
of the seventh century BCE.14 Occupying a resource-rich area at the mouth
of the Borysthenes or Berezan (Dneper) River (Hdt. 4.53.1–3), the Olbians
supplemented their agricultural income by acting as intermediaries in the extensive and proﬁtable trade between the Skythians and the Greeks in Ionia
and elsewhere.15 Thus, the colony prospered in the sixth and ﬁfth centuries
especially. It had a special relationship with its mother city in the late classical
era, as witnessed by the treaty from Miletos, dating before 323 and possibly
to 330, and which is discussed thoroughly by Graham.16 The treaty reads:

13

Pliny, Naturalis Historia 5.112 (ninety colonies); Seneca, Ad Helviam 7 (seventyﬁve colonies). Cf. Strabo 14.1.6; Ps.-Skymnos 734–7; Milet 1.7 nos. 233–6, 239, 240.
Bilabel (1920) 13–60 (forty-ﬁve colonies); Graham (1982) 160–2 (thirty colonies);
Ehrhardt (1983) 96 and passim (forty primary and thirty secondary colonies).
14 Eusebios (95b Helm) assigns the date 647 to Berezan, and archaeological evidence from both sites dates to this same period. There is great debate as to whether
Berezan was a separate colony from Olbia. Ps. Skymnos 804–9 = 809–14 Diller; Mela
2.1.6; Hdt. 4.78.3. Certainly Olbia/Berezan is the most thoroughly excavated Greek
city in the Black Sea. Modern reports include: Vinogradov (1981); Vinogradov-Kryzickij (1995); Solovyov (1999).
15 For Skythian art and trade, see Jacobson (1995) 41–5.
16 Milet 1.3 no.136 (Tod 2.270–2 no.195); Graham (1983) ch. 6; Ehrhardt (1983)
233–41. The translation given here is from Graham 100, except that the spelling of
‘Miletos’ has been changed.
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The following are traditional arrangements for the Olbiopolitans and Milesians. That the Milesian in the city of Olbia sacriﬁce like an Olbiopolitan on
the same altars, and partake (5) in the same public cults under the same conditions as the Olbiopolitans. That the Milesian have exemption from taxation
at it was formerly. That, if he wish to become eligible for oﬃce, he is to come
before the Council and be entered on the rolls and be liable to (10) taxation
as other citizens are. That they (i.e. the Milesians) have the right of privileged
seats at public gatherings, of being announced at athletic contests and of praying at the festival of the triakades, as they pray at Miletos. And that, if the
Milesian have a law suit (15) arising from a legal contract, the case shall be
tried within ﬁve days at the public court. That all Milesians be exempt from
taxation except those who in another city exercise citizenship, (20) hold magistracies and take part in the courts. That, on the same terms, the Olbiopolitan
be exempt from taxes, and the other arrangements apply in the same way to
the Olbiopolitan in Miletos as to the Milesians in the city of Olbia.

This inscription establishes equal citizenship or isopoliteia between the two
cities, Miletos and Olbia. Citizens from either city could go to the other
and enjoy a privileged status: exemption from taxation, the right to sacriﬁce in the public cults, special seats at public gatherings, and the right to
argue law suits in the public court that was reserved for citizens. Also, any
citizen of the one city who wanted to obtain full citizenship—especially eligibility for public oﬃce—in the other city need only declare himself liable to taxation. This relationship was very unusual, for, while it was common for mother cities to reserve the right to send later settlers to a colony
as full citizens, the colonists’ right of return was usually strictly limited (cf.
Hdt. 4.156.3).
The second signiﬁcant point is the abrupt beginning that establishes the
fact that this decree is a restatement of ‘traditional practices’ (τάδε πάτρια).
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This relationship must have been in eﬀect in the past and then lapsed for
some reason before it was reestablished in this treaty. Thus Graham says, ‘It
may be assumed that the treaty was necessary because these arrangements
had been in abeyance. The most obvious reason for this would be the Persian control of Miletus’.17 Since Miletos was in Persian hands from ca. 540
to 479, and again from 412 to 334, the earlier treaty must have dated either
between 479 and 412 or to before 540: Graham thinks most probably the
second half of the ﬁfth century, after Miletos had returned to prosperity, or
the early sixth century , before the Persian conquest of Ionia.
However, a more likely date for the original treaty of isopoliteia is when
the city of Miletos was being refounded, probably immediately after the
Battle of Mykale. The returning Milesian refugees would have naturally
looked to the colonies for additional settlers, and the lure of citizenship in
the mother city would have been an eﬀective enticement to bring suﬃcient
numbers of citizens from the colonies—many of them prosperous cities in
their own right—back to the ruins of Miletos. A parallel for this action can
be found at Teos, which was abandoned to the Persians but then resettled
around the second half of the sixth century by settlers from just one colony,
Abdera. Afterwards, the two cities may have been very closely linked, sharing not just isopoliteia, but sympoliteia (one uniﬁed government for the two).
Furthermore, Graham argues that attempts to refound Sybaris after its destruction ca. 510 were probably undertaken by its colonies, Skidros, Laus,
and Posidonia.18
If Miletos shared isopoliteia with just one colony, this theory would be
weak. The case of Teos aside, one single city was not likely to provide the
thousands of settlers needed for classical Miletos. However, this relationship of isopoliteia existed with Kyzikos as well, a very wealthy city and, according to Eusebios (88b Helm), the earliest colony in the Propontis, dating back to 756 BCE. A treaty between Miletos and Kyzikos (Milet 1.3
no. 137) dates to much the same time as the treaty with Olbia, before 323
BCE, and is very fragmentary, breaking oﬀ after only 16 lines. After a sudden beginning consisting only of a listing of the people who are swearing
the treaty, the remaining extant text reads (ll. 11–16):
17

Graham (1983) 105.
Graham (1992) esp. 53, 69–70; Demand (1990) 39–43. Graham argues for
the colonies as a major source for settlers at Miletos, but does not directly connect the
treaties of isopoliteia to this incident.
18
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. . . the cities be friends for all time according to the traditional arrangements,
and the Kyzikene at Miletos (15) be Milesian and the Milesian at Kyzikos be
Kyzikene, just as (it was formerly)19

Again there is a bald beginning and a reference to traditional arrangements.
These are followed by the clear statement of isopoliteia: any citizen of the
one city who comes to the other may be a citizen there.
What we know about Milesian isopoliteia is dependent upon the chance
survival of later inscriptions: we have two treaties that are clearly examples of that relationship. Another inscription containing a treaty with Istros may have included similar provisions, but the text is too broken for
certainty.20 One between Miletos and Kios from ca. 228 BCE (Milet 1.3
no. 141) also contains some elements of isopoliteia, while the fact that Miletos and Amisos issued the same coinage in the third century might also be a
sign of such a relationship there.21 If two or three such inscriptions survive,
many more may have been lost. Certainly the original decrees—the ones
to which the two inscriptions cited above refer—have not been found. The
fact remains that, out of all the Greek mother cities, only Miletos had such
a relationship with at least some of its colonies. These treaties of isopoliteia
may serve as the most important witness to the source of the new population of ﬁfth-century Miletos: any colonist who would return to the mother
city would be given full citizenship in exchange for his participation in the
rebuilding of Miletos.
In summary, the events described in Hdt. 6.19.2–22.1 are not only
plausible, but entirely consistent with the physical and epigraphic evidence
from Miletos. Persia sacked the city and killed or relocated the entire population. For the next ﬁfteen years, while Persia still clung to Ionia, some
19

Graham (1983) 107–8. The restoration is formulaic (cf. line 6 of the Treaty with
Olbia).
20 Lambrino (1927–32) 398; restored by Robert (1928) 171–2 as a treaty of
isopoliteia.
21 Ehrhardt (1983) 235, 238.
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settlers may have returned from among those who ﬂed the sack or were
absent abroad at the time. They settled cautiously on Kalabaktepe, awaiting events. When the Battle of Mykale and subsequent events pushed the
Persian authority out of Ionia, the settlers looked to restore their once-famous city to something of its former size and status. They planned out a
new, orthogonal city on the ruins of the old, rebuilt on an ambitious scale,
and then peopled the site by enticing colonists to join them as full-citizens
in the mother city. Economic prosperity recurred quickly, probably in large
part because the Milesians were able to exploit their extensive colonial ties
and reestablish former trading patterns with alacrity. Thus, in a remarkably
short time, Miletos was able to regain much of its former standing in Ionia.
Dedicated to A. J. Graham, the ﬁnest example of a teacher-scholar that I
have ever known.
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